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"However, the disaster never came again, and Shenyuan was gradually forgotten by people. Later, we 

had to look for the demons with talent." 

 

"I see." Ye Chen nodded. 

 

In this way, many things make sense, such as why the people who rescued Gu Xuan and Zhu Yuanzhi 

seemed to be very powerful, but they refused to show up. 

 

The rule of Shenyuan is that it is easy not to interfere in the affairs of the world! 

 

The Lord of Shenyuan said: "Ye Chen, do you know the signs before the disaster in ancient times?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head again. 

 

The face of the Lord of Shenyuan suddenly darkened and said: "something happened to the way of 

heaven!" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, can't help facial expression tiny change! 

 

What's wrong with heaven!? 

 

Now, isn't there something wrong with the extraterritorial way of heaven? 

 

The master of Shenyuan said: "yes, the problem of the way of heaven means that those disasters that 

almost killed the human race and even the whole territory are likely to make a comeback! 



 

And those Shenyuan demons left a admonition! 

 

If the disaster comes again, only one God can lead all the people to overcome the disaster... " 

 

He looked at Ye Chen, deep in his eyes, there seemed to be a flame beating, and said: "my Shenyuan has 

existed for so many years, and the ultimate mission is to discover this god man! 

 

Ye Chen, you may be the God we have been looking for! 

 

Reincarnation blood, even in the flood and famine era, is enough to make the owner be called the 

supreme blood of God and man 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, the facial expression a change! 

 

Looking at the Lord of Shenyuan, the color of fear loomed in his eyes! 

 

Reincarnation is one of his biggest secrets. Was it discovered? 

 

Shenyuan's opinion, smile: "don't worry, I have no malice, reincarnation blood is not to take away can 

take away. 

 

However, your strength is still too weak, I'm afraid you are not qualified to bear the name of God and 

man! " 

 

Ye Chen doesn't care about the so-called address. He is more concerned about the purpose of this visit. 

He looks down and says: "where are Zhu Yuan and Gu Xuan?" 

 

The Lord of Shenyuan said with a smile: "OK, Zhu Yuan and Gu Xuan, if you want to take them away, you 

can take them away at any time. However, I suggest you let them stay in Shenyuan for the time being. 

It's also in the coming catastrophe. There's one more thing to increase your self-protection strength..." 



 

The master of Shenyuan said, "is the xuanlingzhu on you?" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen suddenly has a kind of himself in front of this old guy is a boy without clothes, 

what secrets are seen! 

 

Even he knows about xuanlingzhu? 

 

Seeing ye Chen's silence, the master of Shenyuan said with a smile: "don't be nervous. The reason why I 

mention xuanlingzhu is to help you control it!" 

 

"What?" Ye Chen smell speech, face now surprise color! 

 

Xuanlingzhu is the most precious treasure left by Xuanyao ancestors! 

 

At the beginning, the Xuanyao ancestor once said that if he wanted to use the xuanlingzhu, his 

cultivation must at least break through to the real realm! 

 

Of course, ye Chen's strength and cultivation can not be measured by common sense! 

 

Now, ye Chen's strength has reached a certain requirement. Reasonably speaking, he should be able to 

use the xuanlingzhu reluctantly! 

 

However, not long ago, he tried once and failed 

 

The master of Shenyuan seemed to see ye Chen's mind, and said with a smile: "Ye Chen, strength is not 

omnipotent. This mysterious pearl, normally speaking, can only be used when your cultivation reaches a 

certain stage of the true realm. Although your strength is good, it's only comprehensive combat power 

after all. It doesn't mean that you can crush the strong in all aspects! 

 

For example, Lingli! 



 

The quality of your psychic power is far beyond the average, and it really exists, but how about the 

quantity? That's not necessarily the case. " 

 

For a time, ye Chen's face shows a sudden color. No wonder he can't use xuanlingzhu. 

 

Ye Chen can't help but ask: "do I have to wait until the cultivation breakthrough to that time, then I can 

use this treasure?" 

 

By the time his cultivation reached that level of strength, it was estimated that he would have been far 

beyond the true realm. Even, he was no longer outside the realm. Now, it's too late for the great 

calamity 

 

The Lord of Shenyuan said with a smile: "it is true for ordinary people, but there is a clever way for you!" 

 

"Oh?" Ye Chen's eyes brightened, and he became interested. 

 

The master of Shenyuan turned his wrist, took a jade slip with ancient flavor in his hand and said, "what 

is recorded in this jade slip is a secret technique of energy conversion! 

 

This secret skill, even in the time of flood and famine, is also the supreme skill of Weizhen xuanzhan. The 

effect is to transform power into spiritual power temporarily, or to transform spiritual power into power 

temporarily! 

 

It's called Xuanti Hualing Shentong 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, the vision is crazy to flash, even if he tries hard to suppress, on the face still can't 

help but emerge a touch of ecstatic color! 

 

Now he has mastered the soul body transformation! 

 



If you have this mysterious and spiritual power, then its power, spirit, and spiritual power can be 

transformed into each other!What does that mean? 

 

It means that if he needs to perform soul skill, he can turn power and spiritual power into soul power! 

 

In this way, the actual force will have a qualitative change! 

 

The master of Shenyuan seemed to see through Ye Chen's mind and said with a smile: "don't be too 

happy. It's not easy to cultivate this mysterious and spiritual power. For so many years, except for a 

Shenyuan genius in the disaster of ancient times who succeeded in cultivating this power, no one has 

ever practiced it! 

 

Even, a lot of people fell in the process of cultivation! 

 

You should be very clear about Taixu's aptitude, but even he can't become a metaphysical and spiritual 

power. The difficulty can be imagined! " 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, the facial expression is also can't help dignified a cent, but, still open a way: 

"younger generation, willing to try!" 

 

In the eyes of the Lord of Shenyuan, there is a color of appreciation. No matter how powerful the talent 

is, if the mind and nature are not good, it will only vanish the public. 

 

Only Ye Chen, who is willing to climb the summit forever and break through constantly, can bring his 

potential into full play! 

 

He nodded and said: "well, today, you have a day off, adjust your body to the peak state, and come back 

to me tomorrow morning. Outside the hall, Jiang Xin is waiting for you, and she will arrange your 

residence for you." 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, ordered to nod, then exited the main hall. 

 



Sure enough, the woman with golden eyes was waiting there. 

 

Under her leadership, ye Chen soon came to a quiet attic. 

 

After entering the attic, ye Chen, without saying a word, began to practice directly. He repaired the 

remaining injuries in his body one by one, absorbed aura and consolidated his cultivation. 

 

At the beginning, ye Chen didn't pay much attention to it. At the moment, he suddenly found that the 

aura here is too pure! 

 

Ye Chen had always been very strange. There was no Yuanling mountain in the sky and sea. Why was the 

martial arts of the sky and sea so powerful that they even surpassed the five heavenly halls? 

 

Later, through Lou Yuxiao, he finally knew the reason! 
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That is, there is a special vein under the bottom of the sea! 

 

In this vein, the spirit stone also has the spirit of yuan, which is similar to the effect of Daojing! 

 

In other words, there is no lack of Daojing for those who bury tianhaiwu! 

 

Especially the inland sea! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen can be sure that he is right above a special vein! 

 

That cultivation effect is twice the result with half the effort! 

 



The next morning, ye Chen was fresh and fresh, and his cultivation was completely consolidated, and he 

even made some progress! 

 

Maybe we can make a breakthrough before the start of the five party war! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen can't wait to stand up and walk towards the hall. 

 

In the temple, the Lord of the abyss has been waiting here. 

 

Ye Chen asked: "master, how should we cultivate this mysterious and spiritual power?" 

 

The Lord of Shenyuan said with a smile: "this magical power needs to be practiced in a special place. 

Now, I will take you to sea!" 

 

"Going to sea?" Ye Chen is surprised, don't wait for him to make a response, the Lord of the Shenyuan 

has already appeared in front of him, then he grabs Ye Chen's arm in his hand. 

 

Ye Chen subconsciously struggled for a while, but he couldn't break free at all! 

 

The next moment, the master of Shenyuan steps and makes a loud noise. His whole person is like a 

rocket, rushing out of the hall in an instant, facing the sea and coming out at top speed! 

 

A breathing time, the Lord of Shenyuan with Ye Chen, appeared on the sea! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks rather embarrassed. His brain is a little dizzy. The Lord of Shenyuan is 

really too fast. With his constitution, he is not used to it 

 

At this time, the Lord of Shenyuan suddenly rose up and flew away in a certain direction. 

 

Ye Chen see a Leng, can't help but ask: "elder, this buries the sky sea, isn't can't fly empty?" 



 

The Lord of Shenyuan said with a smile: "that's not the same for you, but for me. When the strength 

reaches a certain level, many restrictions will be invalid! 

 

Also, don't always be the elder, the elder is short. My real name is Ouyang, and my single name is grey. 

You can call me grey old. " 

 

See, gray old take ye Chen, body shape a flash, then toward bury sky sea deep wind gallop electricity Zhi 

and go! 

 

…… 

 

An hour later, huilao and yechen fell into shape on an uninhabited island hidden in the deep zone of the 

inland sea. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, there is a swamp. 

 

The swamp, pale blue, exudes an inexplicable smell, which makes Ye Chen feel extremely dangerous! 

 

Ye Chen can't help but ask: "this is..." 

 

"This is the dead marsh," said old grey 

 

"Dead Marsh?" 

 

Old grey said: "the dead spirit marsh is a very special marsh. As long as you have a little aura in your 

body, you will continue to sink and be engulfed by the dead spirit marsh! 

 

Even if I fall into it, I can't break away with my own strength! 

 



At the same time, the dead spirit marsh is the only place where we can practice the mysterious body 

and spirit power! " 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, pupil a shrink way: "that is to say this Xuan body change spirit magical power, 

don't practice, is dead?" 

 

Grey said: "no, if it's really dangerous, I can help you. However, the first time I failed in my cultivation, 

it's almost impossible to practice it. That's why so many people can't practice it. 

 

Now, are you still going to have a try? " 

 

Ye Chen doesn't hesitate to place a way: "not bad!" 

 

Gray old face dew the color of appreciation, immediately, threw that jade slip to Ye Chen way: "after the 

supernatural power thorough comprehension, tell me." 

 

"Yes 

 

At that moment, ye Chen began to understand the mysterious body. 

 

There is no time for practice. 

 

On this day, ye Chen suddenly opened his eyes, and his eyes flashed. He looked at the gray old man 

sitting beside him and said, "gray old man, I have realized this magic power!" 

 

The gray old face is a little surprised. Over the years, it took half a year for ye Chen to realize this magic 

power. How many days did ye Chen spend? 

 

Immediately, he said with a smile, "are you ready?" 

 



Ye Chen looked at the dead spirit marsh, flashed a dignified color in his eyes. The next moment, his body 

moved and directly stepped into the dead spirit marsh! 

 

His feet, as soon as Fang submerged into the blue mud, the whole dead spirit mud seemed to suddenly 

come to life. The mud was constantly wriggling, and an extremely huge suction burst out from the 

bottom of the dead spirit mud, pulling Ye Chen's body down! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed. At this time, his keen mind caught that a special energy emerged in the dead 

marsh while the suction burst out! 

 

This energy, he never touched! 

 

Ye Chen is very clear that this energy is the necessary energy to cultivate Xuanti and Hualing! 

 

At that moment, he began to run the mysterious body to transform the spiritual power into the physical 

power!At the same time, in the operation of the mysterious body of the supernatural power, a force 

gushing out of itself is actually resisting the pull-down force in the swamp! 

 

However, even so, ye Chen's body is still in slow down calm! 

 

This is a race against time! 

 

Ye Chen wants to thoroughly practice the mysterious body and spirit before he dies! 

 

Even grey old man is a little nervous now! 

 

Ye Chen condenses the spirit of the whole picture. He dares not relax. He is practicing the mysterious 

and spiritual power crazily, swallowing the special energy in the swamp. At the same time, with the 

sinking of his body, his vitality is also devoured crazily by the dead marsh! 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's eyes flashed a trace of enlightenment! 

 



He looked at the dead marsh under him, his eyes flashed wildly, and a decisive color appeared on his 

face! 

 

At the next moment, he stopped the operation of the supernatural power. The whole person, Shua, was 

swallowed up by the dead spirit marsh, and only his upper body was still exposed! 

 

Gray old face color a change way: "boy, concentrate! Don't let up at all 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled for a moment, but then he suddenly raised his head and said to Mr. gray, "Mr. 

gray, I know how to make this mysterious body into a magical power, but I hope you can promise me 

one thing." 

 

Old grey hears speech, it is a joy at first, ask immediately: "what matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said seriously: "I'm going to let myself sink into the swamp now. Please don't worry. No matter 

what happens, don't help me before I shout!" 

 

Gray old face color a change, is preparing to say what, but, ye Chen unexpectedly is instant gave up 

resistance, then be swallowed by that swamp thoroughly! 

 

"This stinky boy!" Even if the old gray and other calm incomparable existence, see this scene, can't help 

but scold! 

 

What the hell is this kid doing? 

 

Make fun of your life? 

 

He is shouldering the future of foreign countries! 

 

One day later, the gray old man standing next to the dead spirit marsh had a deep complexion! 
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Now, ye Chen's head has been completely invisible, there is a sign of subsidence in the swamp, ye 

Chen's body has been completely dragged into the depths of the swamp! 

 

At this time, the speed of life consumption is extremely terrible! 

 

That is Ye Chen, vitality, otherwise, may have fallen in this dead marsh! 

 

But, even so, gray old is also several times can't help but want to hand Ye Chen rescued! 

 

But, every time, his ear will think of what ye Chen said before he was engulfed by the swamp! 

 

Old gray sighed, just raised the hand, and put down. 

 

At the moment, at the bottom of the dead spirit marsh, ye Chen was squeezed by countless green mud, 

but under the green mud, one of his eyes was blooming incomparably dazzling God awn! 

 

His flesh and blood, extremely shriveled, the whole person is like a corpse, but the shriveled muscles, 

and seems to be full of surging power! 

 

Three hours later. 

 

Standing beside the dead spirit marsh, gray old man's face was already very ugly. He poured his spiritual 

power into his voice and yelled: "boy ye, are you ok? If you don't come out again, I'll do it! " 

 

Ye Chen is too important to be missed! 

 

Although it's good, it's not worth Ye Chen's life! 



 

Gray old, although appreciate Ye Chen's willpower, hard work, but, everything has a degree! 

 

If I had known earlier, ye Chen would have been able to spell so much, and he would never have taken 

out this mysterious magical power! 

 

At this moment, grey old man can't bear it any more. He has boundless spiritual power. The whole island 

seems to collapse under this breath. Grey old man is just like a God. His actions seem to have the power 

of breaking the sky and breaking the earth! 

 

He gazed at the Deathly marsh. Although he fell into the Deathly marsh and couldn't break free, he had 

a way to make the whole deathly marsh evaporate instantly! 

 

The old man's idea instantly locked the dead spirit marsh. Before that, Tianjiao, who decided to cultivate 

the supernatural power, died here, and he didn't want to evaporate the dead spirit marsh. After all, 

without the dead spirit marsh, it would never be possible for anyone to practice this supernatural 

power. 

 

But now, even if the price is to lose the mystical power forever, grey old man will save Ye Chen! 

 

Only Ye Chen can face the ruins. In his opinion, ye Chen is most likely to be the existence of the god 

man! 

 

All in all, ye Chen is too important! 

 

Just before gray decided to take the shot, all of a sudden, the whole dead swamp was almost boiling up! 

 

Gray old see this, slightly a Leng, hand can't help but slow a point, at the same time, a figure suddenly 

from the green green swamp mud, skyrocketing! 

 

Its body shape in the air, a turn is to fall on the ground! 

 



Old grey looked at the figure, and his pupils shrank. What he saw in front of him was an extremely 

miserable body! 

 

Almost nothing! 

 

And this person is Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen falls on the ground, heavy breathing, just now the situation is really extremely dangerous! 

 

If he didn't turn the mysterious body into a supernatural power at the last moment and turn the aura 

into power, the swamp would have the possibility to stay under the swamp forever! 

 

And gray old is full of surprise color, tunnel: "Ye boy, you succeed?" 

 

If ye Chen didn't become the mysterious body and spirit, he would never have rushed out of the swamp 

by his own strength! 

 

Ye Chen reluctantly shows a smile way: "lucky not to humiliate a life." 

 

For a moment, gray old eyes are bright, looking at Ye Chen is like looking at treasure! 

 

For countless years, many things that Tianjiao could not do, ye Chen did it! 

 

This is not a god man. What is a god man? 

 

However, he asked curiously: "Ye Chen, why did you go deep into the bottom of the swamp just now?" 

 

In this way, does not it only increase the risk? 

 



Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly and said: "the bottom of the swamp seems dangerous, but in fact, it has a 

much greater chance of survival than the top of the swamp!" 

 

"What 

 

Gray old a surprised way: "this, is how to return a responsibility?" 

 

The leaf Chen eye pupil in, flash a wisp of fine awn way: "very simple, efficiency! 

 

At the bottom of the swamp, it seems that you lose life faster, but in fact, the speed of absorbing the 

special abilities in the swamp is also increasing significantly! 

 

Even faster than absorbing vitality! 

 

By changing the position in the swamp, I realized that the bottom of the swamp is probably the most 

suitable place to practice the mysterious body and spirit! 

 

Sticking to it on the top of the swamp seems to make you live longer and safer. In fact, it's just a chronic 

death! 

 

The bottom of the marsh seems to be the most dangerous, but the more efficient it is! " 

 

Gray old smell speech, looking at Ye Chen more satisfied up! 

 

This is not hard to find, but why didn't Tianjiao try to enter the bottom of the swamp?After all is afraid, 

is flustered, did not make the most calm judgment! 

 

And ye Chen, even the heart is the best choice! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is also showing a smile, he has now become a mysterious body of the 

supernatural power of this unique skill! But how to use it is still to be explored! 



 

Immediately, ye Chen took a deep breath and turned the spirit into a magical power. A complex black 

line flashed over his body surface! 

 

At the moment when the black lines flashed, the Taiyi aura in Ye Chen's body merged into the lines one 

after another. For a moment, ye Chen's power soared! 

 

Feeling the surging and incomparable physical force, ye Chen even has an illusion that he can support 

the whole sky with one hand at the moment! 

 

All of a sudden, he made a decision to change. The lines on his body turned upside down. The power of 

his body was absorbed by the lines. Then, the lines poured a very pure spirit into Ye Chen's elixir field! 

 

Ye Chen's face, emerged a touch of uncontrollable color of ecstasy, success! 

 

The power of this supernatural power is really incredible! 

 

At this time, the gray old man said: "young ye, have a good rest and adjust your body. Now that you 

have become a supernatural power, try to control the mysterious pearl tomorrow!" 

 

"Yes 

 

In his eyes, he was eager to try. This mysterious magical power alone made him powerful. If he used it 

skillfully, what would he achieve! 

 

What about xuanlingzhu? 

 

Just think about it, ye Chen is a burst of excitement! 

 

…… 

 



At the same time, the Arctic, on one side of the small world. 

 

There is no cold wind here, but four seasons are like spring. 

 

Ye Lingtian stares at the mural in front of him with a dignified look. 

 

These days, he traveled all over the small world, the only discovery is the mural. 

 

As ye Chen's mother said, China's aura change may be doomed from the beginning. 

 

Ye Lingtian has seen a lot of things, and he knows a lot of secrets with the Lord of the temple. But this 

time, the secret is like a pair of big hands. He didn't expect to attack Huaxia. 

 

He knew very well that the situation of the Lord of the temple would be more and more dangerous in 

the following days. 

 

At this moment, Jiang Peirong came over, staring at the mural, and said: "Ling Tian, there are some 

things that we can't touch." 

 

"We are mortals after all." 

 

"After all, it's all living beings." 

 

"But in the course of history, someone will stand up in front of everyone and take on a mission that does 

not belong to him." 

 

"Even though I know chen'er is reincarnation, in a mother's eyes, he is a child." 

 

"After all, it's hard for my child." 

 



With a lot of emotion, Jiang Peirong's eyes suddenly changed into perseverance and said: "Lingtian, 

since that thing can't contact chen'er, it can only take the most extreme plan." 

 

"What?" Ye Ling was stunned and had an ominous premonition. 

 

However, Jiang Peirong did not say anything more, but looked at the mural in front of her. 

 

There is a line on the mural: kill the ruins, reincarnation should stand. 
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At the same time, the eastern palace. 

 

Under the temple of heaven, there is a holy mountain. Under the holy mountain, I don't know how far-

reaching it is. There is a long river, which is covered with countless stones and stones. There is a black 

Rune shining among the stones and stones! 

 

What the rune exudes is the power of the law of concealment and shielding! 

 

Even if the cultivation is too true and the mind penetrates all things, I'm afraid it may not be able to find 

the existence of this river! 

 

Beside the underground river, on the stone walls on both sides, there are natural gems with golden 

luster inlaid in them. Under the light, the river also shows its true colors. 

 

If someone enters here by mistake, it will be absolutely terrifying! 

 

This big river, where is the common underground water? 

 



Clearly, it's a long river of blood! 

 

Vaguely, in the long river of blood, impressively, still sitting a figure! 

 

At the moment, the figure sitting in the blood river suddenly opened his eyes. His eyes were a pair of 

inhuman blood color vertical pupil! 

 

What's more, this man's breath is also extremely evil! 

 

All of a sudden, a surge of suction suddenly burst out from his Dantian, and the rolling water poured into 

the man's Dantian one after another! 

 

A look of ecstasy flashed through the man's eyes, and he looked up at the sky and said with a long smile: 

"ha ha ha ha, I didn't expect that I woke up the ancient memory unexpectedly, and actually let me find 

the location of a ancestral witch's body! 

 

The blood flowing from the body of the ancestral witch turned into a blood river. Now, the blood river 

has been swallowed up by me, and my strength has soared! 

 

Now I can even control the East emperor clock, can't I? " 

 

This person is the emperor of the East emperor's temple, and the East emperor forgets the opportunity! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity to stand up slowly from the exhausted Blood River and 

looked at the top of his head. 

 

In a flash, the whole holy mountain was shaking violently, countless rocks and stones fell down, and 

several escape lights flew out of the East emperor's temple and came around the holy mountain! 

 

Dun Guang was a little astringent, showing a few figures. He was a few elders of the East emperor's 

temple! 

 



At the moment, they are all a pair of uncertain look, looking at the constant collapse of the mountain in 

front of them! 

 

At this time, a figure smashed countless earth and stone, and rose from the holy mountain! 

 

All of a sudden, a terrible breath enveloped the whole world. When the disciples of the East emperor's 

temple felt the breath, they could not help but tremble slightly, and their faces were extremely scared. 

 

Even the elders of taizhenjing were a little pale! 

 

One of them, an old man, muttered in disbelief, "who is this breath?" 

 

The strength of the other side in a few days hall, are the top exist! 

 

The elders look awe inspiring, and their aura turns faintly. They are ready to make a move at any time. 

When they look at the figure as if they are facing a big enemy, they are stunned 

 

There was a flash of doubt in their eyes, and then they were all in ecstasy! 

 

In front of him, he looks like a young man, handsome. 

 

Although that appearance is young many, but, is precisely the Eastern Emperor forgets the opportunity! 

 

They will never admit their mistakes! 

 

Immediately, the crowd saluted the young man and said, "I have seen the emperor!" 

 

Some time ago, the emperor suddenly disappeared from the temple in the name of seclusion. These 

elders, in fact, were very worried. Unexpectedly, as soon as the emperor forgot to return, his strength 

soared! 



 

It's a happy event. What a happy event! 

 

If elder Xu and elder WAN are not missing, the overall strength of the East emperor's temple will be 

further improved 

 

Think of here, their eyes, is a little dim down. 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and said with a smile, "you are free." 

 

His eyes swept all the people present, but there was something unexpected: "elder Xu and elder Wan, 

didn't they come?" 

 

At this time, an elder of the East emperor's temple hesitated and said, "emperor, elder Xu and elder 

Wan have been missing for some time..." 

 

"What The Eastern Emperor forgot to hear the words and his face suddenly sank! 

 

Xu Yanling and wanwuguang have always been his confidants, and if there is no accident, they should 

have broken through this time! 

 

Then, its value to the East emperor's temple is second only to itself! 

 

But he's missing? 

 

At that moment, the emperor forgot the opportunity and moved towards the temple of heaven. 

 

Soon, the East emperor forgot the opportunity and a group of elders came to the life hall of the East 

emperor's temple. 

 



In this life hall, there are several spirit lamps, and in the spirit lamp, it is the life fire of the elders in the 

temple of heaven that burns! 

 

He took out a token and waved to Mingtang. 

 

In the token, there is a ray of light. The next moment, the gate of life hall opens instantly! 

 

They immediately stepped into the hall of life.Their eyes fell under the lamp, and their pupils contracted 

in an instant. Even though they had already made psychological preparations, they could not help but 

look shocked at the moment! 

 

Xu Yanling and the lifeless fire have been extinguished now! 

 

The Eastern Emperor's face was completely gloomy, and there was a violent look in his eyes! 

 

Feeling the Eastern Emperor's forgetting the opportunity, the elder's face changed slightly and they 

stepped back half a step. Now, the angry Eastern Emperor's forgetting the opportunity makes them feel 

extremely dangerous! 

 

Suddenly, the Eastern Emperor forgot to look at an elder and asked, "do you know where elder Xu and 

elder Wan went and what they did after they left the pass?" 

 

After pondering for a moment, the elder said: "these two elders seem to have gone to bury Tianhai. As 

for what to do Maybe, with the boy named Ye Chen About it 

 

Ye Chen these two words, fall into the East emperor forget machine ear, his face is ferocious! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity, and his eyes flashed with blood. He said with a sneer, 

"well, it's this damned little waste again. Ha ha, it won't be long before I wipe this waste out of the 

world!" 

 

…… 



 

Yangzhen region, Xuanyun view. 

 

This is also the place where taixuan array gate selects talented disciples to ascend to heaven and human 

realm in Yangzhen realm. 

 

Because of the problem of the way of heaven, recently many talented disciples have emerged in the 

moon soul domain and Yang Zhen domain. 

 

Many talented disciples were absorbed by the great power of heaven and man and the temple of 

heaven. 

 

Although taixuan array gate is not strong in the realm of heaven and man, it is a good place for the 

genius in the realm of Yang and Zhen. 

 

Under the night, Xuanyun temple is quiet, especially under the infiltration of moonlight. 

 

"Dong..." 

 

The sound of a heavy drum bell slowly sounded, and it surged out in the dark, and the bell filled the air. 

The disciples of Xuanyun temple had been used to the sound of the drum bell for a long time. 

 

At present, when Xuanyun temple's disciples ascended to the taixuan array gate of heaven and human 

realm, all the new prospective disciples lived in Xuanyun temple. After a series of examinations, such as 

martial arts, talent, blood and supernatural power, they finally determined their qualifications and sent 

them to taixuan array gate. 

 

A large array, in this void, is shrouded in Xuanyun view. 
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The huge array seems to have suppressed the Qi of heaven and earth, surrounded by layers of runes 

representing disaster, and the endless chaotic Qi is constantly changing. 

 

This is not long ago, tianrenyu taixuan array door of the array road strong cloth. 

 

"There's a great array of heaven and man guarding it!" 

 

A group of black figures slowly approached Xuanyun temple. In front of the huge array, they were 

worried. 

 

"It's just nine robberies at Xuanmen!" 

 

There are nine kinds of calamities in Xuanmen array, including water and fire in heaven and earth, 

thunder and rain, and one kind of soul calling calamity, which can hurt people's spirits. 

 

The speaker was enveloped in the dark, with a black patch on his forehead, hiding his true face behind 

him. 

 

"Come here! I'll teach you how to break this battle! " 

 

The man in black with mask said to the leading black figure. 

 

The mask man taught the black figure all the magic methods of this array, such as the strange gate star 

position, the flow of Qi, the change of dunjia, the change of good luck and bad luck, and so on. 

 

Suddenly, he was familiar with this big array as if he was searching for something. It was obvious that 

the mask man was inextricably linked with Xuanyun temple. 

 

As soon as the black figure entered the mountain, the whole Xuanmen nine robberies array began to 

shake wildly. 

 



The chaos of the air flow, constantly changing, evolved into the sky, the earth, flames, floods, thunder 

and other amazing weather, from all directions to attack, like a piece of magic weapon against the sky, 

to kill people alive. 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

The fire was fierce. In the array, the black figure was the first to rush in front of him. There were 

countless flames burning wildly, showing the appearance of wishful thinking. They were burning all over 

the sky and had great power. 

 

"In case of fire, step on the threshold, eliminate the disaster and report safety." 

 

The black figure whispered the formula taught by the emperor of taixuan array, and identified the 

direction of the eight trigrams on the ground. 

 

The countless flames in front of us are the "Tianhuo robberies" in the nine robberies of Xuanmen. The 

temperature is extremely high, like the real fire of the sun, which is enough to burn people to ashes. 

 

In the face of this "fire disaster", you can step into the eight trigrams to eliminate disasters and avoid 

fire. 

 

In the eight trigrams, Kan belongs to water, which means to restrain fire. 

 

Fortunately, the black figure was taught by the masked man, and knew that all changes were 

inseparable from his ancestors. No matter how the robbery array changed, he always followed the 

principle of mutual generation and mutual restraint. In case of fire, he walked away from the water 

level, in case of electricity, and in case of bones, skeletons, demons and other ghosts, he silently recited 

the ring curse, which could break all evils. 

 

Although every step of the way was full of dark door calamities, they all skilfully avoided without any 

harm. 

 

At this time, it is one step away from Xuanyun view. 



 

"Who dares to break into my Xuanyun temple?" 

 

An old man, leaning on a broken crutch, was standing at the gate of the Taoist temple. 

 

This period of time is a rare opportunity for taixuan array gate to accept apprentices in a hundred years. 

Those who have the chance have already paid homage to the mountain gate. At this time, when night 

comes, those who break the array must have another plan. 

 

"Ha ha, the only Xuanyun temple is just an apprentice point of taixuan array gate. Do you still need to 

break in hard?" 

 

The masked man laughs wildly. The black robe rises with the wind. Under the robe, there are countless 

ghosts in captivity. 

 

The ghost figure shuttles around the one eyed old man, the wind blows and roars. 

 

"Ghost way! You are a disciple of the emperor taixuan 

 

The old man was stunned and held up his crutch to resist. The wrinkles on his face were crowded 

together. He was very nervous. A sharp whistle came from his mouth, which immediately sent a 

message to the Taoist in Xuanyun temple! 

 

"Today, none of the people in Xuanyun temple can escape!" 

 

The mask man's gloomy and terrifying figure is particularly ferocious and arrogant in that group of 

ghosts. 

 

Countless evil spirits seemed to sweep across the sky, almost covering the whole Xuanyun mountain. 

 

"Inform taixuan array gate of heaven and man!" 



 

Countless evil spirits gnawed at the old man. He was covered with black Qi all over his body. Obviously, 

he was unable to return to heaven. He tried his last bit of Qi and blood and roared. 

 

The masked man watched the old man lose all his life, and his eyes were silent without any waves. For 

him, the purpose of living these years was to witness today and the extinction of the taixuan array gate 

in his hands. 

 

"Tell xingzun that this is the only one left!" At this time, the black figure, like a ghost, shuttled through 

the side halls, killing the Taoist children one by one in their sleep. 

 

A child about eight years old is being pushed to the mask man. 

 

The little peddler was obviously ignorant of the time, and his white face was covered with blood. 

 

"Ha ha..." If the masked man looks at the little Taoist with deep meaning. 

 

"Report to taixuan array gate! Tell them, in three days, I will kill him all over the house 

 

The little boy stayed in the same place, he understood this sentence, and his life seemed to have been 

saved. 

 

But he didn't know how to report to taixuan array gate. 

 

"One generation is worse than another! You deserve to destroy the doorThe masked man cursed. He 

made a rune seal in his hand and slapped it on the central tower. A huge teleportation array 

immediately appeared. 

 

"Stand there!" 

 

The little Taoist boy quickly stood in the array, a white light flickered, and in a twinkling of an eye, he 

pulled up a whirlwind. The Taoist boy had disappeared in the same place. 



 

"Xingzun, why should we do anything more to let them be on guard?" 

 

The leader's face in the black figure is full of doubts. Since the venerable knows the way to ascend to 

heaven and man, why should he leave this child to preach first and give them a chance! 

 

"Don't you think it's more painful for these smelly Taoists to know that death is coming, but they can't 

return to heaven?" 

 

The cold smile of the masked man permeates the air. In the atmosphere full of evil spirits, it looks more 

like the evil spirit from hell, which is gloomy and terrifying. 

 

The black figure obviously shrank in fear. Xingzun was moody and good at killing. This tone made him fall 

into the ice cellar. 

 

…… 

 

I don't know how long later, Dao Tong found that he came to taixuan array gate. 

 

"How can you fly up by yourself so late?" 

 

The disciple guarding at the gate of the taixuan array saw that the teleportation array was flashing, and 

a Taoist appeared in it. He came forward with some doubts and asked. 

 

When they came forward, they found that the little boy was covered with blood and could hardly stand 

up. 

 

"Elder martial brother, all the masters All They're all dead! " 

 

"What! You mean something happened to taixuan array gate! " 

 



The two disciples looked at each other. It was obvious that this was a great thing. They immediately sent 

out a signal to find the mountain guarding disciple to take the boy to the array gate. 

 

"That man He said that taixuan array gate will be slaughtered in three days. " 

 

The small path kid mercilessly swallowed mouth saliva, just dare to say this words completely. 

 

"Bold maniac!" 

 

An elder of the taixuan array gate gave a loud Pooh, and a huge hammer appeared in his hand. 

 

"I'll see! Who is not afraid of death dare to make trouble in taixuan array gate! " 
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"You are still so impatient!" 

 

Another old man, dressed in a black robe and holding a handle of white floating dust, looked deep and 

introverted. He complained helplessly, "when is this? It's only so violent!" 

 

"Tell me, what happened to martial uncle? Have you ever seen a change in the gate array? " 

 

"We went to Yangzhen area to reinforce the array. Normally, most people can't step in." 

 

The Taoist's face was full of sadness: "master died, I I didn't hear anything 

 

With this remark, all the people present were surprised. For tens of thousands of years, countless 

daomen sects have tried to make the idea of taixuan array, but they all failed in the mountain gate 

array. 



 

Xuanyun's array is not as good as taixuan's, but it can't be broken easily! 

 

On the way of array, taixuan array gate is not inferior to some tiandian forces! 

 

The original impulse of the elder also found a trace of reason at this time, looking at the black robed 

elder with a complex look. 

 

"Do we really have a big disaster today?" 

 

The black robed elder's face was gloomy and uncertain. He didn't speak for a long time. He didn't know 

what he was thinking. 

 

"Lingxu, you lead your disciples to gather at the spirit of dunjia star. Wu Xuan! You lead your disciples to 

guard the second Mountain Gate! " 

 

The black robed elder thought for a long time, then said slowly. 

 

"I will lead my disciples to guard the first mountain gate! If I lose my guard, I will send a letter to Ye 

Chen, the leader of the sect, through the star spirit of dunjia, and ask him to take away ye luo'er and the 

last spark blood of our taixuan array. " 

 

The implication is that lingxu's disciples will be the last spark blood of their taixuan formation disciples. 

 

"Is it really so serious?" 

 

The furious elder named Wu Xuan couldn't help asking. He had not even seen the enemy before, so he 

had already arranged the last ditch. 

 

"Don't you build up other people's ambition and destroy your own prestige with such a layout?" 

 



"Hum!" 

 

the black robed elder snorted coldly. He didn't care about Wu Xuan's complaint at all. 

 

"I hope my guess is wrong!" 

 

Although Wu Xuan was not reconciled, he still led his disciples to guard the second Mountain Gate. 

 

"Master, who makes you so afraid?" 

 

The chief disciple of the black robed elder, with a long sword in his hand and bright eyes, was obviously 

not afraid of the battle, but was rubbing his hands. 

 

"Maybe it will be him, Kuming xuanzhe." 

 

"Who is the one who withered the Ming Dynasty?" 

 

I'm still young, and obviously I don't know the past. 

 

The black robed elder's eyes were sad. Xu Hai said, "do you think the position of Taoist Yang Xi, the chief 

elder of taixuan formation, is high?" 

 

The disciple was obviously trapped by this different problem. For a moment, he didn't know what the 

meaning of master's words was. He could only nod subconsciously: "how many people want to fly to 

heaven and human realm, and how many people are the chief elder of taixuan array, who have been 

pursuing all their lives." 

 

"Well..." 

 

The chief elder's eyes were long and far-reaching, and he sighed, "if it's really that man, he was almost 

the leader of our taixuan array." 



 

"What?" 

 

Disciple wanwan didn't expect that it was such a cause and effect. His eyes, which were determined to 

forge ahead, were even more shocked at this time. 

 

"I can't think of a second person who can break the nine robbers' array of Xuanmen and know the way 

of Xuanyun mountain's rising." 

 

Taoist Yang Xi, the chief elder, closed his eyes. It has been tens of thousands of years. The emperor of 

taixuan array has no idea where he is. Only Ye Chen brought him back to inherit. But did that man come 

back after all? 

 

"Master, you don't need to worry. No matter who the other party is, the disciples of taixuan formation 

are not afraid of death. They will defend the mountain gate to the death!" 

 

He didn't know the old grievances of the mountain gate, but if someone wanted to destroy his mountain 

gate this time, he would step on his corpse! 

 

However, at this time! Sudden change! 

 

"Ten thousand years! Ha ha ha... " 

 

A wild laughter swept the whole taixuan array gate, and all the disciples covered their ears in the sharp 

laughter. 

 

When the chief elder heard the laughter, he was still familiar with the voice even after 10000 years. He 

was filled with emotion. 

 

"No wonder! No wonder Taoist Yang Xi is so nervous. It turns out he's here. He's here! " 

 



At this time, Wu Xuan heard the laughter and knew the identity of the person. He just knew why his 

companion had made the worst plan for the first time. 

 

"Lingxu, we can't listen to Taoist Yang Xi! Now take the disciples to the star spirit of dunjia to send a 

message to the leader of the sect, and let him come back to save ye luo'er. " 

 

"Wu Xuan!" 

 

Lingxu was obviously dissatisfied with Wu Xuan's self assertion. 

 

On Wu Xuan's face, however, he was seldom solemn and serious: "you have to listen to me this time, 

otherwise, you will see the whole taixuan array gate fall with your own eyes! And you are the eternal 

sinner of taixuan array! "What he said was very serious. Lingxu was dissatisfied, but he didn't dare to 

stop him any more. He had to take the disciples to the place where dunjia Xingling was. 

 

Taoist Yangxi stood in front of a group of disciples of taixuan formation. Under the shadow of the moon 

at night, he left the world and was independent, which was quite immortal. 

 

He gazed at each other and said word by word: "once you've been away for ten thousand years, you'll 

be ok..." 

 

"Ha ha..." 

 

The masked man, seeing Taoist Yang Xi, laughed more sinister and terrifying. 

 

"I can't imagine you still remember me after so many years." 

 

From under the black robe, I stretched out a hand. In fact, the finger could not be regarded as a finger. It 

was brown fingernails, which were far longer than the normal finger length. They were dry and had no 

hand appearance. 

 



The hand took off the mask on the forehead, and a yin-yang face was exposed, which was generally the 

skin color of a normal person, while the other half was as ferocious as a skeleton covered with a human 

skin. 

 

Yang Xi Taoist see each other unexpectedly this appearance, in the eye color regrets unceasingly. 

 

"Brother Kuming, how can you make yourself like this?" 

 

"Don't look at me like that again!" 

 

Kumingxuan face sullen, black robes raised again, that countless high spirited scream ghost again 

Pentium, want to suck more people's blood essence. 

 

"You've finally entered the evil way!" 

 

Taoist Yang Xi was filled with grief and indignation that he hated the iron but not the steel. In those 

days, the best son of heaven in the taixuan array was praised as a genius everywhere, but now he is just 

like this. 

 

"Devils? You taixuan array gate is not evil 

 

Kumingxuan said with a smile. The blood on his face made his whole face look more bloody and cruel. 

Some Taoist disciples couldn't help looking away. 

 

"In those days, the emperor of taixuan array accepted you as a close disciple and trained you in every 

way. How did you do that? If you are contaminated with evil things, you will harm the living beings! " 
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"Don't tell me about him!" 



 

The withered, bright and mysterious man suddenly burst out, two withered long claws, with a black hell 

breath, directly rushed to Taoist Yang Xi. 

 

Taoist Yang Xi's floating dust is rolling, forming a circle of light circle by circle. The layers of light 

illuminate the whole night and envelop the withered, bright and mysterious people. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The corner of the mouth of the withered, bright and mysterious person gives a sneer. For so many years, 

are these still the same moves? 

 

"Such a move? It's already out of date! " 

 

Between the lips and teeth of Taoist Yang Xi, the Taoist talisman array has swept out along the aperture. 

 

On the sharp claws of the withered, bright and mysterious people, there are dark spots, which pass 

through the spots and penetrate the aperture like nothing. All of them fall on Taoist Yangxi. 

 

"Ten thousand years, do you think I've lived in vain? When the emperor of the taixuan array expelled me 

from the gate of the taixuan array, I swore that I would come to revenge after the completion of the 

cultivation! " 

 

The robes of the dead and the dark are rolling, and the ghosts are coming out again. The ghosts rush to 

the bottom of the first mountain gate. 

 

Tearing, sucking, swallowing. 

 

Mixed with a strong sense of blood, it makes people feel sick. 

 

"Taixuan array floating in the sky!" 



 

When Taoist Yang Xi made a memorial ceremony, a mysterious light appeared in the void. The shadow 

of the mysterious light hit the sky, forming a huge eight trigrams array. 

 

"Floating in the sky? purify? What do you want to purify? " 

 

At a glance, Kuming xuanzhe could see the mystery of this array. 

 

His two claws turned, in the middle of which he turned into a black Buddha bead. 

 

It is still engraved with the supreme Buddha Dharma, but the rosary beads have fallen into the hungry 

ghost Road, and no longer have any holy luster. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

like a meteor penetrating the sun, the dark Buddha beads directly smash on the floating dust, forming a 

huge explosion wave, which explodes the taixuan array disciples and black figures below one after 

another, forming a huge mushroom cloud and slowly rising. 

 

"Poof..." 

 

The power of this Buddhist bead is huge. It has already hurt the five viscera of Taoist Yangxi. 

 

"Hum, what do I say? Taixuan array gate is really inferior to each generation. When the old man was 

there, he still had some status. Now it seems that there is no difference between heaven and man in this 

sect." 

 

The withered, bright and mysterious people sneer. 

 

When countless taixuan disciples heard him, their eyes showed anger and resentment. At this time, no 

one could stand up and beat the man who insulted Shanmen down! 



 

"Let me meet you!" Wu Xuan's weapon has been thrown to the Kuming Xuan. 

 

Although it is not an artifact of law, it is extremely powerful under the array blessing of taixuan array 

gate! 

 

Taoist Yang Xi's face was also full of helplessness at this time. Wu Xuan's cultivation was not as good as 

him. How could he be the opponent of Kuming Xuan. 

 

"Master, are you ok?" 

 

The disciples quickly stepped forward and held the injured Taoist Yang Xi, his face full of concern. 

 

"No harm!" 

 

Yang Xi Taoist strong hold tone, pretending nothing to regulate the five viscera. 

 

"Master, you don't have to worry too much. That man is so familiar with taixuan array gate. Martial 

uncle Wuxuan knows more about taixuan array gate. On the contrary, he is most suitable for the 

enemy!" 

 

Looking at Wu Xuan's hand, Kuming Xuan sneered: "another old man is coming to die!"! 

 

This palm has the power of law! And contains all kinds of changes, claiming the formation, magnificent! 

 

In a twinkling, he took a big hand and ran into Wu Xuan with the fury! 

 

The black Xuan is lifted to fly instantly, heavy hit on the ground, vitality drops suddenly! 

 

His face was pale. There was no blood on his face. He could not fight any more. 



 

"Elder martial brother Kuming, please show mercy!" 

 

Taoist Yang Xi knew that things had come to this point. He had no choice but to step forward and pull 

Wu Xuan back into the mountain gate and let his apprentice take care of him. He stood opposite Kuming 

Xuan again. 

 

"Don't call me that. I can't stand it!" 

 

"You just hate the emperor of the array in your heart, but after so many years, what kind of hatred can't 

be resolved?" 

 

However, when kumingxuan heard the words of Taoist Yang Xi, his voice suddenly increased several 

times: "do you know how I spent the past ten thousand years?" 

 

He took his hands back in the black robe again, and hid himself in the dark. After a while, he calmed 

down and said. 

 

"At that time, I said that as long as I didn't kill me, I would step down the gate of taixuan array!" 

 

The black figures once again gathered around the Kuming xuanzhe, waiting for his order, they 

immediately stepped down the taixuan gate. 

 

"Xingzun, we will be loyal to you to the death." 

 

"Hum, for the sake of giving me a pair of crutches, you can commit suicide!"As soon as he said this, 

Taoist Yang Xi knew that his former elder martial brother was no longer half compassionate, and now he 

wanted to fight with the taixuan array gate! 

 

"Good!" 

 



Taoist Yang Xi no longer does useless work. At the beginning, the emperor taixuan once said that this 

son's mind is not right and can't be practiced, so as not to ruin his life. 

 

"Today, let's get rid of the evils for our school, the disciples of taixuan formation! Tie up taixuan's search 

and kill array 

 

At this time, all the disciples of taixuan array took out a soft sword from their arms, and pulled out a 

multi edged silver medal from their neck with the other hand. 

 

Taoist Yangxi is the core of the whole array at this time. Although the original floating dust has been 

cracked, he still holds a fluorescent pearl in his hand. 

 

The power contained in the jewel has many traces of the emperor of taixuan array, which is obviously 

the magic weapon of the emperor of taixuan array. 

 

"As Yingzhu shows, thousands of people and thousands of faces are invisible in search and killing!" 

 

Taoist Yang Xi held a pearl in his hand and half closed his palm in his hand. He had a lot of array formulas 

in his mouth. 

 

Kumingxuan just looked at him calmly, and didn't even want to interrupt him. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The jewel's whole body is full of strong luster, which makes the whole sky as bright as day. 

 

The light of the day hit on the multi edge silver medals of the disciples of taixuan formation, and even 

formed pieces of virtual shadows. At this time, it was more like an endless stream of taixuan formation 

disciples. 

 

Under the guidance of this light, all the taixuan disciples attack with the technique of five elements and 

eight trigrams. 



 

For a moment, the black figures were killed by them unprepared. They couldn't tell the specific position 

of the taixuan array disciples. 

 

"Good luck 

 

A black figure arm blood DC, looking at the dry Ming Xuan no response, quickly yelled. 

 

Now the other side has the array to rely on, they are the fish, others are the swordsmen. 

 

"Is that the greatest power?" 

 

A smile slowly appeared on the face of kumingxuan, but it was even more gloomy and terrifying. 

 

In his opinion, all the arrays have eyes, and they are not the most complete. At first, because of his 

obsession with arrays, he practiced magic and tested them with creatures. 

 

Today, the taixuan thousand face search and kill array was obviously not created by the emperor of 

taixuan array, although at the beginning it was quite a sense of prestige. 

 

But in fact, it has its own appearance. 
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"Break it for me!" 

 

The two claws of the withered, bright and mysterious people are intertwined. A ghost floats out of it and 

wanders to the fluorescent jewels. 

 



"There's no light. I'll see how you can hide and run away!" 

 

One ghost can't suppress the light, so there are two ghosts! Three ghosts! 

 

It has been ten thousand years for those who have been practicing ghosts and Taoism. The most 

important thing in their hands is fierce ghosts! 

 

Taoist Yang Xi obviously saw through his attempt and slapped the ghost away. 

 

"I didn't want to kill you myself!" 

 

Kumingxuan said coldly, even slightly shaking his fingers, a drop of black blood poured on a ghost. 

 

The evil ghost's fangs rush in an instant, whistling away at Taoist Xi. 

 

As soon as Taoist Yang Xi's eyes were fixed, he turned his body and resisted the devil's attack with his 

body. 

 

But also keep the luster of the Pearl, so that the array can continue. 

 

Kuming xuanzhe obviously didn't have a premonition that Taoist Yang Xi had to maintain the Dharma 

array even if he destroyed himself. At this time, there was a lot of resentment between his eyebrows 

and eyes. "I'll see how long you can last!" 

 

The evil spirits smelled the bloody gas on the fingers of kumingxuan, and roared ferociously around him, 

as if they were begging him for blood essence. 

 

"Kill him for me!" 

 

The blood essence on the fingers of the withered, bright and mysterious people surged like a water 

column towards Taoist Yang Xi. The evil spirits roared and rushed towards each other. 



 

"Elder lingxu, the chief elder and elder Wuxuan have vomited blood one after another. I'm afraid they 

can't fight each other!" 

 

The exploring taixuan array disciples quickly report the battle situation of the first mountain gate to 

lingxu. 

 

At this time, he was standing in front of dunjia Xingling, trying to wait for the last hope. 

 

"Where is the spirit of dunjia star?" 

 

"I'm here." Dunjia star spirit at this time has been under Ye Chen's elixir, all restore operation. 

 

"Send a message quickly to the leader of the sect. The taixuan sect is in trouble. I hope he can come 

back to save ye luo'er and the taixuan sect." 

 

Dunjia star spirit roars away, carrying the flying sword information and piercing the void. 

 

…… 

 

Buried in the sea of heaven. 

 

There was a loud noise on an uninhabited island, as if there had been a nuclear explosion. The whole 

uninhabited island was almost broken! 

 

And in the center of the explosion, there was a young man who was all black and completely broke his 

hand. 

 

This young man is Ye Chen! 

 



Now, ye Chen has long lost his original excitement. Instead, he looks helpless 

 

The main reason why he has been unable to use xuanlingzhu is that the amount of spiritual power is not 

enough! 

 

Now, his soul power, power and spirit power can be completely transformed into each other. After ye 

Chen transformed all his energy into spirit power, his spirit power has reached a terrible level! 

 

That's why Ye Chen finally wakes up the treasure in Dantian! 

 

Unfortunately, the result is not as he imagined 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's body recovers quickly. He looks at old grey with a wry smile and says, "old 

grey, can I really control this xuanlingzhu?" 

 

Old grey pondered for a moment and said, "now you are qualified to use the xuanlingzhu, but the most 

precious treasure has spirit. What you have to do now is to completely tame this treasure!" 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, sighs one breath lightly, have to once again a body strength, soul power, 

transform into rolling spirit power, infuse into the elixir field. 

 

The next moment, the wrist turned, a black pearl will appear in Ye Chen's palm! 

 

Looking at the Pearl, ye Chen's eyes brighten, and this is xuanlingzhu! 

 

Now he can only drive xuanlingzhu very reluctantly, but he can already feel the terrible power of 

xuanlingzhu! 

 

That xuanlingzhu appears in Ye Chen's palm, after that, it is the surface of black awn a Sheng, began in 

Ye Chen's hand, rapid rotation up, as if, want to break away from ye Chen's control in general! 

 



When ye Chen's face sank, the energy from xuanlingzhu became extremely unstable. After a few 

breaths, there was another roar! 

 

Ye Chen's arm, once again burst, the whole person was directly blown away, and the xuanlingzhu was 

once again integrated into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen face now wry smile, he already don't know how many times by Xuan work properly bead blast 

fly, from the beginning use Xuan work properly bead, is this kind of circumstance! 

 

However, after being blown up so many times, ye Chen seems to have a little insight into how to control 

xuanlingzhu. 

 

At this time, gray is suddenly a heavy look, look at Ye Chen, said: "Ye boy, there is a bad news..." 

 

After a few breath, ye Chen's eyes are full of killing! 

 

Something's wrong with taixuan array gate! 

 

Taixuan array gate is his rebellious scale. No one is allowed to attack him! 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fists tightly, and the evil spirit broke out. He looked at old grey: "old grey, is there a 

way to let me go to taixuan array gate as soon as possible?" 

 

Gray old hesitated a few breath, finally nodded, said: "today I'll make an exception to give you a ride, 

boy, close your eyes!""Go 

 

Next moment, the void tears, ye Chen disappears! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time. 



 

Taoist Yang Xi was attacked on his back and on his stomach for a moment. Countless evil spirits were 

entangled in him, biting and climbing. The flesh and blood were dripping, and the white bones were 

looming out. 

 

"Shifu!" 

 

at this time, all the disciples of Taoist Yangxi were about to crack, and the long sword in his hand went 

directly to the kumingxuan. 

 

Taoist Yang Xi's neck is full of blue veins, but the Yingying pearl in his hand is still firmly protected, and 

the light still shines on the whole taixuan array gate. 

 

"I don't know how to live or die!" 

 

Kuming xuanzhe looks at the disciples of taixuan array who come to him, with a smile of irony. Maybe 

his subordinates will be influenced by this array, but do you want to attack him with this clumsy array? 

 

Wishful thinking! 

 

"Taoist Yang Xi, open your eyes and see how your taixuan sect disciple died!" 

 

The arrogant voice resounded through the whole taixuan array gate, and reverberated in the void. 

 

"Master devil, taixuan array gate, it seems that something has happened!" 

 

Yan Kun was standing in the deepest place at this time, watching the situation far away at the mountain 

gate. They had already noticed such a huge momentum. 

 

Emperor Zhetian nodded his head. Even in the deepest part of the world, they knew such a great power. 

 



"Shall we do it or not..." 

 

Yan Kun turns his head and looks at ye luo'er, who is still in seclusion. His words have never been 

spoken. 

 

When Chuye elder brother, he entrusted yeluo'er to protect the Dharma. 

 

At this time, taixuan array gate suffers, but he is not good to leave ye luo'er. 

 

"Wait a moment." 

 

The demon emperor said slowly, his face full of vicissitudes, at this time, the divine consciousness was 

fully open, peeping at the depth of the coming man's cultivation. 

 

Just more and more heavy on the face, frown tightly together, as if the other side is how great the 

existence. 

 

"What's the matter, master devil?" 

 

"It's OK. It seems to be the housework of taixuan array." 

 

The emperor said that he felt that the Qi of the invader's source was from the taixuan array gate, and he 

had been practicing for tens of thousands of years. 

Chapter 5329 

 

 

 

Yan Kun's face is still tense, unconsciously looking to the distance, also don't know when big brother will 

come back. 

 



The withered Ming Xuan's claws were ten, and they pointed out that their empty moves collided with 

each other. The Taoist robes of the taixuan array disciples were smashed in an instant, and the whole 

person was crushed by the evil spirits in the air. 

 

"Yang deficiency, is it painful for you to die in front of you?" 

 

The eyes of Taoist Yang Xu are full of tears. Today is really the saddest day of their taixuan array gate. A 

line of clear tears follow his old wrinkles. 

 

"Poof..." 

 

A mouthful of blood can no longer be suppressed, sprayed on the Pearl, emitting Yingying white light, at 

this time in the blood of the background, turned into blood red, it is particularly strange. 

 

Under the red light, the attack of taixuan's disciples was obviously weakened. At this time, they were 

also scattered one by one by the group of black figures. 

 

Taoist Yang Xi fell weakly from the sky and was protected by many taixuan disciples. 

 

The withered Ming Xuan people are not in a hurry to cut down their roots, but are rampant in pointing 

to a palace. 

 

In the direction of the temple, there is obviously a huge stone statue. 

 

It is obvious that what the stone statue depicts is the original emperor of taixuan array! 

 

The ancient stone statues almost depict the emperor taixuan's direction to the rivers and mountains, 

the momentum of flaunting Fangqiu, the expression of not angry and self awe, and the elegant standing 

posture, all of which show the immortal spirit. 

 

"Old man, do you see that? The gate of taixuan array, which you regarded as a treasure, is being 

trampled on by me 



 

Kumingxuan roared wildly, leaving only his arrogant voice between heaven and earth. 

 

Ten thousand ghosts roar, and the sound of crying is like crying, like crying for the gate of taixuan array. 

 

At this time, Taoist Yang Xi stares at the position of dunjia Xingling, hoping that ye Chen can come back 

in time to leave some blood for the disciples of taixuan formation. 

 

"Go and get all the things in here!" 

 

Kumingxuan obviously came prepared and took out a sheepskin map from his arms, which vividly 

depicted the position of the whole taixuan array gate. 

 

In the middle of the red dot, there are three words "library". 

 

The black figure, like entering the uninhabited world, differentiated into a part of the subordinates who 

had gone to the library. 

 

Kuming xuanzhe walked forward a few steps and looked at Taoist Yang Xi. He didn't say a word, but 

there was a kind of sense that if the other party dared to move again, he would kill him. 

 

"What do you want to do?" 

 

A scroll of jade slips, like a hill, was thrown in the middle. 

 

The disciples of taixuan array stood behind Taoist Yangxi, their faces were blue and their fists were 

clenched tightly. They would rather be killed by these mole ants who broke into the Mountain Gate than 

be humiliated. 

 

A faint ghost fire suddenly appears between the fingers of the withered, bright and mysterious people. 

With the help of a magic power, it immediately lights the book as high as a hill, making a Zizi sound. 



 

"Don't destroy these skills!" 

 

Taoist Yang Xi was so angry that he gave a loud drink. A bell rang behind him, and a statue of Daozu 

Buddha emerged. Surrounded by 16 calligraphic incantations, it turned into 16 halos! 

 

"Taixuan Daoguang!" 

 

Kuming xuanzhe just broke away with his hand, and grabbed Yangxi Taoist's chest with a sharp claw. He 

said indifferently: "is it up to you? We can't protect these inheritances, nor can we protect these 

disciples! " 

 

Taoist Yang Xi was hit by his claw and flew out. When he touched the ground in mid air, a Bing short 

sword had been drawn out of his sleeve and stabbed at the center of his brow! 

 

"Are you at a loss?" 

 

With the scornful laughter of the withered, bright and mysterious people, the ghost fire from the tip of 

fingers is burning fiercely. The attack of the short sword, lured by the ghost fire, unexpectedly deviates 

from the direction. 

 

In the light of the fire, Taoist Yang Xi's face became more and more heavy, which was the foundation of 

their taixuan array. However, the kumingxuan didn't care to burn tens of thousands of years of hard 

work! 

 

Taoist Yang Xi's breath was shocked and burst out. The power of his red blood turned into a sea of 

blood. He almost broke his bridges and sank his boats. He poured all his accomplishments on the jewels! 

 

"Master!" They all saw the master's determination in this battle. 

 

"The rise and fall, honor and disgrace of me are too profound to be destroyed in my generation!" 

 



The figure of Taoist Yang Xi is rising, and the idea of fearless protection bursts out from him. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

The volume of the Pearl increased several times in an instant, just like a meteor, falling directly on the 

location of the kumingxuan. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

There was a violent explosion, which almost overturned the whole land of taixuan array gate. 

 

Thick smoke like a dragon, directly swept up the void. 

 

Even the disciples behind Taoist Yang Xi suffered from heart damage and blood oozing from the corners 

of his mouth. 

 

Not to mention the Kuming xuanzhe and others in the center of the explosion.At the moment, Wu 

Xuan's face was a little excited, staring at the thick fog that had not dispersed. Then, his face was stiff 

inch by inch, and the guy was still alive! 

 

"It's a bit of a blow!" 

 

Kumingxuan said sarcastically that he didn't have any injuries! 

 

The change of the way of heaven makes him a beneficiary! 

 

Taoist Yang Xi was just burning his heart. At this time, he was as angry as a gossamer. Seeing that 

kumingxuan still had the power of the first World War, he knew that he was invincible. With mixed 

feelings, he vomited a mouthful of blood. 

 



"Keep looking! Keep burning! Today, I'm going to let taixuan array gate disappear from the realm of 

heaven and man! " 

 

Kumingxuan didn't rush to kill them all, but tried to insult taixuan. 

 

Tens of thousands of years of enmity can only be resolved with blood! 

 

"Kuming xuanzhe, I will certainly tear you to pieces!" 

 

Wu Xuan watched the Scriptures burned, but there was no one on his side to defend them. In his 

desperation, he could only swear! 

 

"Xingzun, I found a special place, which seems to be guarded by strong people." 

 

A swarthy crow landed on the arm of the black figure and spoke. 

 

After hearing this, kumingxuan turned his eyes to Yangxi Taoist: "I can't imagine that you still have a 

back hand." 

 

Taoist Yang Xi was stunned at this time, and his eyes were puzzled. Then he thought of the demon 

emperor and Yan Kun who were always guarding ye luo'er. He just knew who he was talking about. 

 

"I advise you not to go any further! If Zhang Jiao comes back, you will surely die! " 

 

Wu Xuan gave a cold hum without any politeness, with the momentum of losing people without losing 

the array. He didn't pay any attention to Kuming Xuan's words. 

 

The withered man gave a cold smile: "Zhang Jiao? The person who is so important to taixuan array gate 

is not in taixuan array gate? " 

 

"How ridiculous 



 

"Since I'm hiding my baby, I'm going to have a look." 

 

Finish saying, the ghost shadow floats at the foot, countless evil spirits seem to pave the way for him, 

crawling at his feet. 

 

It has been tens of thousands of years since the cultivation of the ghost road. Now the dead and the 

dark have become the hosts of thousands of ghosts. 

 

"No!" 

 

Yang Xi Taoist heart yells, at this time ye luo'er is an important moment of seclusion, if be destroyed by 

the Kuming Xuan, then she not only heart damage, maybe also exposed position. 

 

"Where are the disciples of taixuan formation?" 

 

Taoist Yang Xi forced himself to stand up again. 

Chapter 5330 

 

 

 

"We are waiting!" 

 

The disciples of the taixuan formation were burning with anger. They wanted to fight to the death with 

the kumingxuan. 

 

"No matter what! Guard Ye Luo Er 

 

Taoist Yang Xi sighs. At this time, it's too late for him to explain why he has to spend all the power of 

taixuan array to protect ye luo'er. 



 

You know, if ye luo'er is exposed, it will not only be the Kuming xuanzhe in front of you, but the whole 

Dark Dragon Temple will destroy his taixuan array disciples. 

 

The disciple of taixuan formation, though he doubts why the chief elder takes care of the woman who is 

breaking through. 

 

But in any case, as long as the target is kumingxuan, they will fight against each other and let him taste 

the power of taixuan disciples! 

 

"To die?" 

 

Kumingxuan was going to find out. At this time, when he saw that the disciples of taixuan array had died 

like a fool, he also showed a smile of satisfaction. 

 

"Yang Xi, are you old fool?" 

 

Kuming xuanzhe said sarcastically, in his view, it is completely to use a fresh life to delay themselves. 

 

"It seems that this breakthrough person is very important to you!" 

 

The withered Ming Xuan people said to themselves that they were already living under their claws, and 

countless ghosts almost passed through. 

 

The slender and sharp ghost spirit is like a ghost sword. 

 

One, two, three 

 

All the disciples of the taixuan array who rushed through lost their vitality. 

 



Taoist Yang Xi closed his eyes in silence, and he guarded ye luo'er with a hundred lives. 

 

Really, is it worth it? 

 

Kuming xuanzhe obviously didn't want to entangle with Taoist Yangxi and cut down the useless disciples 

as soon as possible. He had already left to plunder in the direction of yeluo'er. 

 

Soon, his steps stopped. 

 

"The breath of the dragon?" 

 

Kuming xuanzhe looks at the wisps of light coming out in front of him. His brow is slightly wrinkled. It 

seems that he is protected by some array. 

 

There are countless thunderclouds in the sky, and thousands of Li's rays are rising from below. At the 

intersection of the rolling thunder and rays, an ancient dragon is swimming away. Between the sky 

shaking and rain, the golden light is sparkling, which is very spectacular. 

 

For a moment, he did not dare to approach easily. 

 

"Is this the Dragon God's decision to break heaven?" 

 

Kuming xuanzhe carefully observed the look of Honghuang ancient dragon, which was almost above the 

sky. When the Dragon claws waved, the wind and cloud of heaven and earth were rolling, making a 

roaring sound, and the thunder burst was magnificent. 

 

"I didn't expect taixuan array gate to have such a chance!" 

 

In his opinion, no matter who is in it, he can never let him grow up. 

 

The disciples of taixuan array will be buried in this place today! 



 

"If you leave here today, I will make up my mind about today's affairs, and I will not pursue it any more." 

 

An old voice came from inside. 

 

Kumingxuan's heart was shocked. Could this man be distracted when he was closed? 

 

"What if I don't want to?" 

 

The supreme strategist's murderous spirit swept out from the inside, and the strong pressure made the 

Kuming Xuan suddenly stunned. 

 

This is not the man of taixuan array! 

 

"Ha ha ha..." 

 

Kumingxuan's mind turns a thousand times, and instantly guesses the connection between the people in 

the cave and taixuan array gate. 

 

"If you want to break through the Dragon God's decision to break through heaven, you have to hide in 

the gate of taixuan array. Are you afraid of being known by the hell dragon temple? Or are you just a 

group of street mice who are just like the disciples of taixuan formation? " 

 

When Yan Kun heard this, his blood immediately surged up, the heaven and earth pulse opened, and he 

rushed out directly 

 

"burning wild sky crystal explosion! Put it down! " 

 

Yan Kun looks up to the sky to drink, big hand a town, a wisp of blood gas condensation, into a crystal 

clear blood nucleus. 

 



Boom! 

 

The next moment, the blood nuclear explosion, causing a huge wave, hard to kill the kumingxuan. 

 

As soon as his face changed, he naturally knew the thirty-three Hongmeng ancient method. The power 

of burning wild sky crystal explosion was that his secret skill of coagulation and detonation was powerful 

enough to explode mountains and rivers and burn wild sky. 

 

The withered, bright and mysterious people dare not slack off. At the moment, they urge ten thousand 

ghost charms to burn and turn them into a terrible blood moon, which is even more gloomy and 

terrifying under the night. 

 

Boom! 

 

Yan Kun's sky crystal explosion, explodes on this round of blood moon, suddenly explodes the torrential 

fire, innumerable Yan mang continuously swings, the sky and the earth seem to be reduced to a sea of 

fire, a continuous red blood light swept around. 

 

Yan Kun came down from the sky in high spirits. His blood was condensed and turned into a saber, and 

he chopped hard at the Kuming Xuan. 

 

Although his cultivation was much worse than that of kumingxuan, his anger was burning at this time. 

His anger was like a spark in the wasteland, and it had become a prairie fire! 

 

The withered, bright and mysterious one hums coldly, and urges the ten thousand ghost charms. The 

meaning of the law of terror, with the power of the bloody moon, is sweeping out madly.Yan Kun's eyes 

were sharp, and he was not afraid at all. He stepped forward in the face of the power of the blood 

moon, and slashed at the withered Ming Xuan with a sword. 

 

WOW! 

 

Under the crush of the ten thousand ghost spell, Yan Kun's skin was torn and cracked by the fierce 

ghost, and his whole body showed blood stains. His appearance was very terrible. 



 

It seems that kumingxuan doesn't intend to show mercy. 

 

Eyes suddenly fierce, big hand wave, ghost gas burst out, a blood black crystal awn, skyward. 

 

Boom! 

 

The next moment, the whole sky, instantly turned into a dark, dark clouds, blocking the sky, countless 

dark thunder, in the crazy jump, crackling. 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

The sky and the earth, blowing a sharp wind, bursts of ghost howling, bursts of howling, constantly 

shaking. 

 

Nine days above, there are ten thousand ghosts kneeling, issued a monstrous voice of crying, turbulent 

mountains and rivers. 

 

Pieces of Black Lotus, constantly birth and death, blooming bright ghost gas, a crazy interweaving of hell 

runes. At this moment, the sky seems to have become a hell, filled with extremely strange weather. 

 

"Laozi is Pangu the great! Don't be afraid of everything 

 

Yan Kun roared and rushed up with his sword to worship the ghosts! 

 

Crazy! 

 

At this time, kumingxuan felt that this man was a complete lunatic. 

 



In that fierce ghost, the scar on Yan Kun's body is more and more, but at this time it has already killed 

red eyes! 

 

There is a surprise claw mark on the chest, and you can even see the bloody bones! 

 

However, Yan Kun didn't even frown, and it was another blow after another! 

 

At this time, a burly man came through the void, swept kumingxuan with sharp eyes, grabbed Yankun's 

shoulder and sent him back directly. 

 

The magic in the sky suddenly gathered into a great figure. 

 

It was the demon emperor who had spoken with kumingxuan before. 

 

During the period of Ye Chen's absence, Emperor Zhetian also gained a lot. 

 

What's more, the situation of extraterritorial Tiandao makes his strength soar! 

 

"Magic way?" 

 

The withered, bright and mysterious man gave a cold smile, and there was blood in Yan Kun's chest on 

the blood claw. 

 

The emperor held his hands behind him and said, "you shouldn't have come here." 

 

"Do you know who is the leader of taixuan array?" 

 

"His name is Ye Chen." 

 


